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While much of the activity at American Ballet Theatre this winter centered on its huge new
production of ``The Sleeping Beauty ,` one small corner of its New York studios was busily
devoted to preparing the only new ballet of the season.

``Enough Said,` the new work, is the creation of Clark Tippet, a veteran company principal who
is making his debut as a choreographer with ABT. The ballet has no elaborate sets and
costumes; and for a long time, Tippet had to grab dancers for his rehearsals pretty much where
he could find them, working his schedule around the other demands in the company.

 
 
Nevertheless, ``Enough Said`` has attracted its own share of hopes and expectations. It is the
first piece to come out of a choreographic workshop started last year to develop new ballets
from within the company, and it has the enthusiastic endorsement of both Antony Tudor and Sir
Kenneth MacMillan, senior choreographers, who recommended its full production to Mikhail
Baryshnikov, ABT`s artistic director.

Tippet, an ABT principal dancer since 1976 and now an assistant ballet master, views his first
ballet for the troupe with a good-natured combination of awe and puzzlement.

``It started last year,`` he says, ``when they were looking for people to take part in the
workshop. I had never considered doing anything, but it was four months away and I thought I
could use the money, so I said, `Oh, I`ll do something, sure.”

``I was certain I wanted to do something with American music, and that was as far as I went.
Then one day, I was browsing in a bookshop and saw this recording of George Perle`s
Serenade No. 3 for Piano and Chamber Orchestra. I bought it, took it home  and went crazy for
it. I talked to Perle, who`s a Pulitzer Prize winner in music and who had always wanted to write
for the ballet. With his approval, I knew I had the music I was looking for. Now all I needed was
my ballet.

``When it finally came down to it, I threw the piece together in about 10 days. It was only half
done, and for those parts that weren`t finished, I just told the dancers, `Well, stand and go like
this. Strike a pose. Maybe we`ll get to the rest of it later.”

``To my surprise, this very rough version went over well. Tudor and MacMillan said it was one of
the best first ballets they had ever seen, and before I knew it, I was working on it for a Jan. 24
premiere in Miami.”

The ballet, which uses Nora Kimball and Robert Hill of ABT as principals among eight dancers, is
described briefly by Tippet as ``about contemporary male-female relationships. ` Divided into five
movements, it lasts about 20 minutes.

Tippet says his sudden emergence as a choreographer comes as a complete surprise to him.
``I had never considered it,`` he says. Now that he`s engaged in the business  of making
dances, however, he has become a serious, though still unpretentious, practitioner of the art.

A native of Parsons, Kans., and one of 11 children in his family , Tippet joined ABT when he was
18 and became a principal dancer there when he was 21. He had his own bouts with personal
problems in the late `70s, when he left the company for a few seasons of guest appearances.
Having touched bottom in a chaotic lifestyle, he pulled himself together and rejoined the company
in late 1982.

 
There`s no apparent trace of the bad times in his work today. He speaks cheerfully and
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There`s no apparent trace of the bad times in his work today. He speaks cheerfully and
expectantly of his new career , realizing also that it has its pitfalls.

``What I`ve discovered,” he says, ``is that it`s something I`ve been doing all along: thinking about
the way dances are made and how they`re constructed. I`ve learned, too, that I have to come to
the rehearsal very well prepared. Dancers are immediately bored if you don`t give them
something interesting to do, and they`re always tired--especially when I get them. But if you can
give them something to capture their attention, then you`re OK.

``All I do is go into the studio and try to work out the steps. The mathematical part of putting the
patterns together is fairly easy for me; it`s the steps that are difficult. When I`m alone in the
studio working on something that I`m trying to make a little original, so that the work won`t be too
mundane, I`m totally embarrassed by how awkward I can be.`

Tippet has not abandoned his career as a dancer; he is scheduled to perform with ABT this
season, and he is a member of the small troupe that ballerina Cynthia Gregory has assembled
for her ``Celebration Tour`` of occasional performances benefiting anti-drug programs.

Now that he has started on his new career, however, he finds, ``I sometimes think about doing a
real classical ballet. I listen to a lot more music, and I think about what I might do to a certain
piece of music.

``It`s amazing what the possibilities are. All you have to do is make the right choice for yourself.
You have to sort of invent your own style

--which is what I think I`m trying to do in `Enough Said.``

 


